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GUATEMALA CAS COMPLETION REPORT REVIEW 

Progress toward attaining the main objectives of the FY99-03 CASprogram 
-promoting social cohesion, reducing poverty, improving economic management, and 
modernizing the public sector-was mixed, and is judged moderately unsatisfactory. 
Noteworthy among CAS achievements was support for successful reform of the financial 
sector, improved public financial management, and increased coverage of basic health 
and education services. However, the strategy was largely unsuccessful in its efforts to 
facilitate the access of the rural poor and indigenous to productive assets, raise the tux 
effort enough to finance large-scale pro-poor initiatives, or improve social service 
quality (paras. 15-20). As the review period advanced, governance deteriorated, the 
societal consensus around inclusiveness broke down, and the Government ’s commitment 
to key CAS-supported reforms weakened. Portfolio performance inevitably suffered. The 
Bank appropriately scaled down the volume of new lending in the terminal year, and 
postponed formulation of a successor CAS for two years. 

The quality and timeliness of the delivered AAA was high, albeit underfunded 
(para. 9). The CAS Completion Report (CCR) provides a detailed and frank sey- 
evaluation, but could have been better organized around the CAS’S original objectives. 
The CCR ’s lessons are commendable in most respects. However, the call for fewer, 
larger, quick-disbursing operations merits qualification, since Guatemala remains a 
society deeply divided about developmental priorities and strategy. Likely to persist, 
these divisions may not always be amenable to programmatic approaches (paras. 31-32). 

To hedge against the possibility ofpolicy stalemate or reversal, i t  might be 
prudent to link the scale and timing ofprogrammatic operations to tangible progress in 
three areas vital to the achievement of the Bank’s poverty reduction mandate in 
Guatemala (para. 33): 

0 raising Guatemala’s tax effort suficiently to make meaningfiul progress 
toward the social and development goals embodied in the Peace Accords; 

tighteningfiduciary controls over public spending and tax revenues; and 

channeling adequate public resources into building assets vital to the poor. 

0 

0 

Background and Context 

1. Sections I and I1 o f  the FY05 C A S  provides an extensive discussion o f  
Guatemala’s country context and recent developments, and i s  recommended to the 
reader. The C A S  under review was the f irst to b e  approved following the signing o f  the 
Peace Accords o f  1996, ending thirty-f ive years o f  c iv i l  war, and was implemented over 
the span o f  the A r z u  (1999) and Portillo (2000-03) Administrations. 
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2. An FY03 OED Country Assistance Evaluation (CAE)' concluded that the 
outcome o f  assistance programs from 1991 -2000 was satisfactory, thanks to strong client 
ownership o f  their objectives. I t  recommended that the next CAS shift  focus from post- 
conflict reconstruction to acceleration o f  growth and reduction o f  poverty, via increased 
spending on primary education and rural infrastructure, judicial and financial sector 
reform, and accelerated land titling, all o f  which were incorporated into the design o f  the 
FY99-2003 CAS. 

Government Objectives, CAS Objectives, Overview of Implementation 

3. 
four key objectives, all derived from the Peace Accords signed two years previously. 
These included: (i) promoting social cohesion and participatory 
decision-making; (ii) reducing poverty and social exclusion; (iii) improving economic 
management to foster growth; and (iv) modernizing the public sector. 

The 1998 CAS proposed three-year lending o f  up to US$3 10 mi l l ion in support o f  

4. 
deal with an emerging banking crisis. Together, these two strategies proposed 18 new 
project interventions, to be financed by up to US$669 mi l l ion over the FY99-03 period 
(Table 1). Poverty reduction and social cohesion were each allocated approximately 
roughly one-third o f  planned lending, while approximately a quarter was assigned to the 
economic management objective, and one-eighth to public sector modernization. 

A CAS Progress Report (CASPR) o f  M a y  2002 amended this strategy, mainly to 

5. However, during implementation, significant departures from the original 
allocations occurred. Seven operations had to be  dropped, after encountering a variety o f  
obstacles, such as legislative opposition, shifts in executive branch priorities, or a lack o f  
implementation readiness. These were the L o w  Income Barrios, Post Conflict and Public 
Sector, Rural Financial Markets, Rural Roads, Natural Resources, Power Guarantee, and 
the Western Altiplano projects, collectively accounting for 30 percent o f  planned 
allocations. 

6. 
from the dropped projects were reassigned to other projects in the pipeline, and (ii) new 
projects were added. Projects whose final size far exceeded what was originally proposed 
included the Social Investment Fund I1 Project, which more than doubled; the 
Universalization o f  Basic Education Project, up 78 percent; the Competitiveness Project, 
up 69 percent; and the two land projects, up 20 percent. The projects added were a 
US$30 mi l l ion Integrated Financial Management I11 Project; a US$150 mi l l ion FSAL, 
and a US$5 mi l l ion technical assistance loan. 

Actual commitments fell by only 15 percent for two reasons: (i) commitments 

Guatemala Country Assistance Evaluation, December 2002 (Report No. 25212-GT). Three o f  the five 1 

years covered in this Review were not covered in the CAE. 
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Table 1: 1998 CAS and 2002 CASPR Combined: Planned versus Actual Commitments 
(US$ million) 

Planned Actual 
From CAS/Additional US$ US$ Purposeu 

FY99 Land Administration CAS 30-45 Actual 31 

FYOO 

FYOl 

FY02 

FY03 

Land Fund 
Low Income Barrios 
Judicial Reform 
Post Conflict and Public Sector 
Reconstruction and Local Development 
Rural Financial Markets 
Social Investment Fund I1 
Rural Roads 

Basic Education IVLJniversalization o f  
Basic Education 
Competitiveness Enhancement 
Natural Resources 
Power Guarantee 

Integrated Financial Management I11 
Financial Sector Adjustment Loan 

Financial Sector Technical Assistance Loan 
Integrated Management o f  Natural 
Resourceflestem Altiplano 

CAS 

CAS 20-30 
CAS 20-50 
CAS 30 
CAS 7-12 
CAS 15-20 

CAS 10-20 

CAS 55-70 

CAS 25-35 

CAS 7-12 
CAS 25-35 
CAS 10-15 

Add.3' 29.8 
CASPR 150 

CASPR 5 
CASPR 40 

Actual 
Dropped 
Actual 
Dropped 
Actual 

Actual 
Dropped 

Actual 

Actual 
Dropped 
Dropped 

Actual 
Actual 

Actual 

Dropped 

Dropped 

23 

33 

30 

50 

62.2 

20.3 

29.8 
150 

5 

Rural Roads I1 CASPR 90 Actual 46.7 a/ 
481 568.8 - 

668.8 TOTAL 

Sources: CAS Annex B3; CAS Progress Report Annex B3; Annex D o f  the 2005 CAS,, Tables 2 and 3; and OED 
assessments. 

- 11 Aligned with the objectives specified in the original CAS: a/ social cohesion, b/ poverty reduction, c/ economic 
management, or d/ public sector modemization, according to the main emphasis o f  project and OED judgment. 

- 21 The CAS provided a range o f  possible lending for the two land projects considered jointly. 
- 31 Approved in March 2002, before CASPR approval. 

7. OED evaluated seven projects during the exit years FY99-03, all o f  which had 
satisfactory outcomes. Five also had likely sustainability and substantial institutional 
development impact (Annex Table 2b). For outcome and IDI, these ratios were 
significantly above L C R  and Bankwide averages, and, for sustainability, about average. 
However, all but one were projects designed before formulation o f  the CAS in FY98. 

8. The CCR observes that the performance o f  the ongoing portfolio has deteriorated. 
As o f  end-FYO4, nearly three-fifths o f  commitments in 13 active projects remained 
undisbursed (US$3 10 mi l l ion o f  US$527 million). Average project age had increased, as 
had the share o f  problem projects and projects at risk, albeit from low levels. 

9. 
they were o f  generally high quality, ajudgment reinforced by two QAG reviews during 
this period. Despite this, AAA remained underfunded, constituting a mere 17 percent o f  
project costs, compared to a L A C  average of 25 percent. High-impact AAA cited by the 
CCR included the Poverty Study, several studies o f  the financial sector, and a series o f  
policy notes directed toward the incoming Berger Administration. 

As for the Analytical and Advisory Activities (AAA), the CCR points out that 
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CAS Implementation by Objectives 

10. 
cohesion and participatory decision-making; (ii) reducing poverty and social exclusion; 
(iii) improving economic management to promote faster growth; and (iv) promoting 
public sector modernization and efficiency. 

The FY99-03 CAS contained four primary objectives: (i) promoting social 

Objective I: Social Cohesion and Participatory Decision-making 

11. 
participation in project implementation and design, (ii) judicial reform, (iii) improved 
transparency o f  public sector functions, (iv) initiatives to combat corruption, and (v) 
expanded social communication strategies embedded in all new projects. Results in all 
these areas were modest to negligible. 

The components aimed at achieving this objective included: (i) enhanced 

12. 
but, apparently, with only modest contributions from the CAS. The CAS’S main 
intervention, the Judicial Reform Project, experienced slow and halting implementation, 
was criticized for overemphasizing physical infrastructure, and became embroiled in 
conflicts among donors about the optimal approach toward reform. Nevertheless, the 
project did help strengthen the Justice o f  the Peace courts and alternative dispute 
resolution program, as wel l  as promote new career opportunities for women judges and 
indigenous staff 

As the CCR notes, judicial reform achieved major advances during th is  period, 

13. 
FY99-2001, took a sharp turn for the worst. For example, the Tax Administration 
Project, approved in FY97, had been expected to play a key role in raising Guatemala’s 
notoriously low tax collection. But political interference, a high turnover in the top 
leadership o f  the principal implementing agency, and growing diversion of tax revenues 
into corrupt pockets trumped the project’s modest technical accomplishments, and, as 
observed in the CCR, little disbursement occurred. 

At the other extreme, corruption, after showing gradual improvement during 

14. 
nationwide consultations on the Poverty Reduction Strategy in 2001 and the growing 
involvement o f  grassroots Urban and Rural Development Councils in devising locally- 
based strategies for decentralization. Yet, as the CCR points out, “it would be  stretching 
the point to say that the program as Q whole was characterized by a participatory 
approach.” 

The major contributions toward enhancement o f  social communication were the 

Objective II: Reducing Poverty and Social Exclusion 

15. 
productive opportunities; (ii) expanding the delivery o f  basic services, with emphasis on 
education; and (iii) targeting the social safety net to the most poor. 

The components o f  this objective included: (i) improving access to sustainable 

16. 
f?om 16% in 2000 to 12% by 2005 is  unlikely to have been met. Indeed, under the strain 

The CCR notes that the goal o f  reducing the headcount for extreme poverty rate 
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o f  a worldwide recession, a halving o f  the internal rate o f  growth, and difficulties 
encountered in expanding access o f  the poor to productive assets, poverty may actually 
have worsened. (The results won’t be known until the results o f  a new survey become 
available in early 2006.) The causes o f  the slowdown in growth were external and 
internal in nature. Externally, Guatemala’s terms o f  trade deteriorated in the wake o f  
structural changes in world coffee markets after 2000, triggering a severe decline in 
coffee export earnings. Domestically, policy slippages during the latter two years o f  the 
Portillo Administration (2002-03) damaged private sector confidence. In response, the 
Bank appropriately scaled down the volume o f  new lending toward the end o f  the CAS 
period, but was otherwise limited in its ability to influence these developments. 

17. More central to this evaluation were the results o f  the CAS’s direct poverty- 
focused interventions. Here, the record i s  decidedly mixed. As  the CCR notes, 
significant gains were achieved in expanding the nationwide coverage o f  basic health and 
educational services, thanks to large increases in public spending. However, according to 
the CCR, these spending increases have yet to translate into improvements in service 
quality and efficiency. Moreover, two CAS interventions focused on the poorer rural 
regions - the Basic Education Reform and the Universalization o f  Basic Education 
Projects - experienced serious implementation difficulties, stemming from opposition by 
the teacher’s union to PRONADE, an innovative, Bank-sponsored rural network o f  
parent-directed schools which, up to 2000, had achieved unprecedented gains in student 
achievement. PRONADE suffered setbacks after 2000 under the pressure o f  politically- 
inspired budgetary cutbacks only now being repaired by the Berger Administration 
(2004-05). 

18. 
percent maintenance o f  the existing rural road network. After progressing well during 
1999-2000, later budgetary cuts led to severe deterioration in rural road conditions. 

The story is  similar in rural roads. The CAS’s goal was to achieve one hundred 

19. 
access by the rural poor to productive assets. However, this became an area o f  great 
disappointment. Once the Rural Finance Project had been dropped, the CAS lacked any 
means to expand the supply o f  rural credit to low-income farmers. The Land Fund 
Project, while well-intentioned, supported the Government’s dysfunctional funding 
model, leading to inflation o f  land prices, widespread defaults, few beneficiaries, and 
high costs. The Land Administration Project fared better, as its successfbl pilot approach 
bids to be rolled out soon nationwide, pending Congressional approval. 

The complement to improved infrastructure and services was to have been greater 

20. Coverage targets for rural water and sanitation were mostly missed, and the 
CAS’s ambition to consolidate and rationalize the plethora o f  intransparent social 
investment funds largely hstrated. Finally, the CAS interventions targeted on the 
indigenous peoples o f  the San Marcos Region, one o f  the poorest in the country, were 
fragmentary and uncoordinated, both within the program and among other donors. 
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Objective III: Improving economic management and promoting faster growth. 

21. 
strengthen private participation in infrastructure through a legacy FY97 project by that 
same name, (ii) a Competitiveness Project to remove constraints on private sector 
development, outward-oriented growth, and inward foreign investment, and (iii) 
interventions by IFC and MIGA to stimulate internationally competitive industrial and 
service companies, improve the flow o f  credit toward small and medium enterprises, 
develop local capital markets, and provide greater comfort to potential foreign investors. 

This part o f  the strategy relied heavily on a combination o f  interventions to (i) 

22. As noted earlier, the fact that average economic growth amounted to barely hal f  
the CAS goal o f  5% - 6% was attributable largely to forces over which the strategy had 
l i t t le  real impact. Nonetheless, a mid-course adjustment introduced by the CASPR, 
combined with timely and high-quality AAA, produced a strategic shif t  instrumental in 
dealing with a major banking crisis. Although disbursing slower than expected, the 
FSAL successfully supported major reforms in bank supervision and capitalization. 

23. On the other hand, the strategy was unsuccessful in convincing the Portillo 
Administration to maintain the pace o f  privatization, depoliticize tax administration, raise 
tax revenues to finance the social initiatives at the heart o f  the Peace Accords, contain 
corruption, or sustain balanced macroeconomic policies. Thus, the pro-growth 
components o f  the CAS strategy largely missed their mark, although for reasons that had 
mainly to do with an uncooperative client. 

Objective IV: Public Sector Modernization and Efficiency 

24. T h i s  objective included components to support a l l  three branches o f  the 
Government, including interventions to assist (i) the executive branch in strengthening 
tax administration, financial management, and private sector involvement in 
infrastructure; (ii) the judicial branch in strengthening the rule o f  law; and (iii) the 
legislative branch in strengthening i t s  institutional capacity. Some o f  these interventions 
- for judicial reform, tax administration, and social fund integration - have already been 
discussed. However, o f  particular relevance to this objective were two planned 
interventions. The first, the Post Conflict and Public Sector Project, would have assisted 
in downsizing the c iv i l  service and restructuring the Executive Branch, but was dropped 
before approval. The second, Integrated Financial Management 111, was notably 
successful in completing the introduction o f  integrated financial management in the 
central government, and, as the CCR notes, i s  considered a model within the L A C  
Region. While not able to stem a marked increase in corruption during 2002-03, the new 
system reduced opportunities for certain kinds o f  corruption, and aided in tracking 
budgetary execution. 

Overall OED Assessment 

25. 
key development constraints and aligned themselves with the mandates o f  the 1996 Peace 

The CAS objectives were highly relevant, insofar as they addressed Guatemala’s 
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Accords. Of  the four, the poverty reduction objective (Objective 2) was clearly 
preeminent. As noted in the CAS, poverty reduction was “the key challenge for 
Guatemala.. .to sustain peace.” Therefore, in judging CAS outcome, this objective 
should be accorded greater weight. 

26. 
significantly, their quality and efficiency did not. During more than hal f  the CAS 
implementation period, PRONADE was hemmed in by budgetary cuts, as was funding 
for other anti-poverty initiatives, because Guatemala refused to raise i t s  tax effort 
significantly, another CAS-supported goal. The formula for broad-based land 
redistribution proved to be fundamentally flawed. And, access by the rural poor to other 
assets, such as credit and roads, was not meaningfully enhanced. Consequently, the 
outcome on the poverty reduction objective is  considered unsatisfactory. 

While the quantity and coverage o f  basic education and health services improved 

27. Similarly, the record on  the social cohesion objective (Objective 1) was mixed. 
Judicial reform made important advances, but the CAS’S main instrument, the Judicial 
Reform Project, was not as useful as i t  could have been, because i t  overemphasized easy- 
to-implement physical infiastructure, relative to the harder-to-implement institutional 
reforms, failed to harmonize adequately with other donors, and suffered recurrent 
problems o f  counterpart funding. CAS goals for enhancing local participation in 
development planning were broadly met, but efforts to promote transparency and reduce 
corruption were not. Hence, the outcome on the social cohesion objective i s  rated 
moderately unsatisfactory. 

28. Many o f  the CAS initiatives for improving economic management (Objective 3) 
were stymied by political opposition and deteriorating govemance. However, the CAS 
intervention to ameliorate the banlung crisis was a resounding success, so that, on 
balance, the outcome on t h s  objective i s  considered moderately satisfactory. 

29. Finally, although rollout o f  an integrated system o f  public sector financial 
management was highly successfbl, the record on judicial reform and tax administration 
was mixed, and litt le headway was made in rationalizing the social funds. On this basis, 
the outcome for Objective 4 is  considered moderately satisfactory. 

30. 
with the Govemment on  critical issues -- such as the financial sector crisis.. .-- in many 
areas, CAS implementation slowed and Guatemala failed to meet many o f  the 
benchmarks laid out in the Peace Accords and in the CAS.” Hence, the overall outcome 
o f  the CAS is  rated moderately unsatisfactory. However, sustainability is  rated likely, 
because the pro-reform actions o f  the incoming Berger Administration augur wel l  for 
continued executive branch support for the 1998 CAS goals. 

OED concurs with the CCR that “although the Bank was able to work effectively 

Assessment of the CAS Completion Report 

3 1. 
However, the discussion o f  specific sectors and themes could have been better aligned 

The CCR provides a detailed assessment o f  the FY99-03 assistance program. 
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with the original CAS objectives. The discussion o f  separate CAS and CASPR portfolios 
obscures, rather than illuminates, a long view o f  the CAS outcome, and the judgment 
about the overall CAS outcome is  somewhat ambivalent. Finally, while the CCR’s 
lessons are largely commendable, i t s  endorsement o f  fewer, larger operations and 
increased programmatic lending requires some qualification. 

Findings and Recommendations 

32. 
undermined by deep, unresolved divisions within Guatemalan society, which limited the 
strategy’s impact. Such divisions are likely to persist for a considerable time, and may 
not always be amenable to programmatic approaches. 

This Review agrees with the CCR that the 1998 CAS, sound at its roots, was 

33. To hedge against the possibility o f  policy stalemate arising out o f  these divisions, 
a prudent strategy might be to link the scale and timing o f  programmatic operations to 
tangible progress in three areas vital to the achievement o f  the Bank’s poverty reduction 
mandate in Guatemala: 

raising Guatemala’s tax effort to levels adequate to make meaningful progress 
toward the social and development goals embodied in the Peace Accords; 

tightening fiduciary controls over public spending and tax revenues; and 

channeling adequate public resources into building assets vital to the poor, 
particularly the rural poor, including educational, health, transportation, and 
utility services, as well as land and other physical inputs. 
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GUATEMALA 
Wick on tha indicator to vi- a definition 1990 1995 2001 2002 
I Emdiwte esbems innmrtv a& hwgsr f 5  = hahg 1980 $3 a day pcver ty"atnuMl ion mi 
PoDuiation behv  $1 a day L?d 16 

I Annex Table 6: MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS I 

P_guiation OeIQbv n;inimirm level of dietaw enerav consumot,onpLj 
2 W a v e  universal primary aducation I- Net oritmaw enrollment ratio ( %  3f reiecent aae arouo) 

16 2 1  25 

Z M 5 @ i W t = n e t a t o  roo 
72 5 85 

Poverh, oao at $1 a dav (%) 4.6 
2.6 

26.6 24.2 I Prevalence of child malnutrition f% of children under 51 
Percentaae share of income or consumDtion held bv ooorest 20YQ 

Ac-) I Youth unemoloment rate P'J of total l a b r o r c e  ages 15-24) 
aDyJ&PafaIobelBartrrvtkIpfW"Davdop- 2415Larget=MlloUsISeeIXX%S> 

IPercentaae of cohort feachina wade 5 ('%) I 49.6 55.8 . .I 

85 

Youth literacy rate 1 ' 0  aaes 15-24) 73 4 76 5 79 6 
3 - - v a a u e r # y  moatemet=€dmlmnfo  100 

88.4 92 5 1 823 a 3  9 85 3 
Ratio of airis to Sovs in orimam and seconaan education ioo)  
Ratio or VOiJn4 literate females to males io/o aqes 15-24) 

68 83 9: 

ldtaget=reauzs f e a l " & ~ W  
240 

Immunization. measles (ofu of chrldremder 12 months] 
5 ~ ~ b "  
'Asternal mortalitv ratio (modeled estimate, Der 100,000 !we births) 

Prevalence of HIV. female (% aaes 15-24) 0.8 
Contraceotive orevalence rate [YO of women aoes 15-49) 31.9 38.2 
Number of children orphaned bv HIVIAIDS _. 32,000.00 

82 77. 

Nationallv orotected areas (% of total land area) 
GDP oer unit of enerav use (PPP $ Der ka oil eauivalenti 
C02 emissions (metric tons Der caoita) 
Access to an imoroved water source f %  of oooulation) 
Access to imoroved sanitation (% of oooulation) 

16.8 16.8 
5.5 6.3 6.4 
0.6 0.7 0.9 
76 92 
70 81 

I ion 11 7 mi ion 12 0 mi io 

Note In some cases the data are for earlier or later years than those stated 
boai 1 targets naive. newen  1Yw ana LO? 5. me proportion or people WiOse inwme is le55 tmn one miiar a day wive. ~lefween 1% and LU15 
the proporbon of people who suffer f" hunger 
Goal 2 target Ensure that, by 2015. children everywhere. boys and girls alike vnII be able to mmplete a full murse of pnmary schooling 

Goal 3 target Eliminate gender dispanty in pnmary and sewndary educatwc preferably by 2005 and to all levels of educabon no later than 2015 
Goal 4 target Reduce by two-thKds, between 1990 and 2015 the under-five mortality rate 
Goal 5 target Reduce by three-quarters. between 1990 and 2015, the maternal mortality rat10 
boai b targets Have t!altw by LU15. and negun to reverse me spread of HlVlAlUb Have nanw Dy LU15. ana begun to reverse. me inndence 01 
malana and other major dlseases 
Goal 7 targets Integrate the wnciples of sustainable development into wunby pleis and mrams and reverse the loss of environmental resources 
Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people wthout sustainable access to safe drinking water By 2020 to have achieved a significant improvement in the 
hves of at least fW million slum dwellen 
Goal 8 targets Develop further an open. Nle-based predtctable. norrdiscnmtnatory Wing and financial system Address the Special Needs of the 
Least Developed Countries Address the Speaal Needs of landlocked muntnes and small island developng state5 Deal comprehwivelymih the debt 
problems of developing countries through national and intematonal measures in order to make debt sustainable in the long term In cooperation vnth 
developing utuntnes. develop and implement strategm for decent and productive work for ywth In cooperation vnth pharmaceuhcal companies. provide 
access to affordable essential drugs in devehprg wuntnes In cooperabon wth the pmrate sector, make available the benefits of new technologies, 
especially infomainn and Cmmuniwtiow 


